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Abstract 

 

MEMS (Micro-electro-mechanical-Systems) technology has been used in many application 

areas such as optics, communication, sensors fluids and biology. Optical devices include 

scanners; projection displays, micro mirrors, optical switch, tunable filters, micro lens, 

photodiodes and other optoelectronic devices. In the field of RF and wireless 

communications, MEMS technology has been used to make variable capacitors, inductors, 

transmitters and receivers. The micro-opto-electro-mechanical systems (MOEMS) are a sub 

division of the MEMS which involves the application of microsystems commonly in optical 

functions. Sensors are class of MEMS designed to sense, change and interact to environment. 

MoEMS include optical devices for telecommunication, sensing and mobile systems such as 

scanners, switches and micro-mirrors.  MEMS technology uses the techniques of micro 

fabrication to build miniature system with both electrical and nonelectrical system. They 

standard micromachining techniques in their fabrication and may operate exploiting 

mechanical, thermal, electromagnetic and optical principles. In this review paper they will 

discuss about fabrication technologies and different actuation principles related to 

MEMS/MoEMS devices. 
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___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

MEMS (Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems), is an innovation that in its most broad structure 

can be characterized as scaled down mechanical and electrical components (i.e., devices and 

structures) that are made utilizing the micro fabrication innovation. The critical physical 

elements of MEMS devices can change from well under one micron on the lower end of the 

dimensional band, right to sub millimeters [1]. The sorts of MEMS devices can fluctuate 

from generally basic structures having no moving components, to incredibly complex 
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electromechanical systems with numerous moving components heavily influenced by 

integrated microelectronics framework. The one principle measure of MEMS is that probably 

a few components are having a type of mechanical usefulness whether these components can 

move.  

Micro-Opto-Electro-Mechanical-Systems (MoEMS) are an uncommon class of Micro-

Electro Mechanical-Systems (MEMS) which includes detecting and controlling optical sign 

on a little size scale utilizing integrated mechanical and electrical systems [2]. MoEMS 

incorporates wide assortment of devices including optical switches, optical cross interface. 

These devices generally fabricated utilizing standard micromachining advancements utilizing 

materials like silicon, silicon dioxide, silicon nitride and gallium arsenide.  

The upside of utilizing MEMS innovation is minimal effort and high return, which misuses 

the broadly accessible micro fabrication innovation. Contrasted with the regular macroscopic 

partners, MEMS devices have the benefit of little size, in this way they are reasonable for 

application that requires low force utilization, territory efficiency and low weight. The center 

innovation of MEMS is the planar lithographic cycle which is gotten from integrated micro 

fabrication [3]. Some fabrication measures that are one of a kind in MEMS innovation are 

surface micromachining, mass micromachining and wafer holding which permits the 

incorporation of optical, mechanical, electronics, magnetic, acoustic and different segments 

on a solitary chip. Surface micromachining is where structures are based on the highest point 

of a fundamental substrate. This cycle includes different statement procedures followed by 

the evacuation of a sacrificial layer. Then again, mass micro micromachining is where 

structures are worked by eliminating portions of the basic material. Wafer Bonding strategies 

are likewise utilized where fixing of the total device is needed, to keep a specific pressing 

factor or to segregate the device from the climate.  

Semiconduction framework manufacturing is the technique utilized for the manufacturing of 

semiconductor devices (MOS) that at present happen in electrical and electronic systems on 

the integrated circuit (IC) chips. The manufacturing measures are a multiphasal arrangement 

of the photograph and the chemical handling stages under which electronic circuits are 

created on a wafer, made of unadulterated semiconducting substance, for instance by surface 

passivation, thermally oxidation, planar dissemination and connecting insolation. Silicon is 

almost often utilized, yet for cutting edge applications specific compound semiconductors are 

utilized [4]. The full manufacturing measure, from unique to prepared to-deliver stuffed chips, 

expects six to about two months and should be possible in incredibly sophisticated offices, 

alluded to as castors. The business means creation will require as long as 15 weeks (around 

four months) for higher progressed semi-conductors, for example, current 14/10/7 nm ties, 

with a normal of 11 to 13 weeks (3 to 4 months).  

Casing basic inadequacies for these two Systems are obvious from the appearance of non-and 

between CMOS MEMS. Other than the dimensional impediments of polysilicon detecting 

structures and the warm polysilicon preparing that can affect the CMOS part of the 

framework, the prerequisite for expert manufacturing foundries and the subsequent greater 
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expense are the vital worry for joining [5]. The mix of post-CMOS MEMS with versatile 

manufacturing adaptability and cost efficiency has end up being particularly alluring for the 

normalization of the CMOS improvement cycle and the prepared assortment of various 

foundry services in the course of the most recent ten decades. Post-CMOS MEMS 

innovations are arranged into two gatherings, in particular augmentations and subtractors to 

the CMOS, because of the manner in which MEMS structures shape concerning CMOS 

circuits. Primary substances are put on the highest point of the CMOS base in the post CMOS 

MEMS added substance, while MEMS are specifically delivered in the non-CMOS MEMS 

subtractive arrangement of CMOS layers, including the base if necessary. Added substance 

Post-CMOS MEMS approaches need more prominent consistency of the substance with the 

current CMOS systems. These are additionally more uncommon than subtractive MEMS 

after CMOS. 

 

Fabrication Technologies:  

Likewise to MEMS fabrication innovation, there is no single standard cycle innovation which 

can be utilized only for optical MEMS devices. For MEMS based optical devices, silicon is 

favored as a fabrication material and micromachining is utilized as favored fabrication method. 

Mass micromachining of single precious stone silicon combined with anisotropic drawing 

possesses been utilized for long energy for making exactness arrangement for optical filaments 

[6]. Angular and pyramidal formed depressions have been utilized widely for optical seats. 

Optical quality surfaces are conceivable by scratching vertical mirrors in (110) Si substrate. 

Exemplified structures have additionally been fabricated by combination holding of glass with 

mass micro-machined silicon substrate. Surface micromachining is additionally utilized in 

which Poly-silicon is utilized as underlying material and silicon dioxide as sacrificial layer. 

High viewpoint micro structures and multilayer plans are conceivable utilizing surface 

micromachining and profound responsive particle scratching (DRIE) [7]. Silicon on Insulator 

based MEMS devices display less anxiety and reproducible properties contrasted with surface 

micro-machined devices and have been utilized to fabricate micro-mirrors. 

 

The Principles of Actuation: 

The key driver for dealing with optical MEMS systems is the actuators. Via electrical and 

mechanical forces, lateral and transverse motion of the mechanical system is probable. 

Depending on the form of application, the actuating force may be produced by a variety of 

means [8]. Generally, large displacement at low power consumption is required. Electrostatic 

actuation, thermal actuation, magnetic actuation and piezoelectric actuation are the main 

actuation concepts used by MEMS applications.  

 

 

 

I. Electrostatic Actuation: 
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On-chip incitation utilizing electrostatic power has been utilized broadly in MEMS devices. 

The two prime purposes behind this are as per the following: (a) MEMS viable fabrication 

with no unordinary material necessity and (b) simplicity of reconciliation into the framework. 

Coulomb's law expresses that electrostatic power is contrarily corresponding to the distance 

between the charges. This fascination marvel is insignificant in macroscopic world however 

significant in microsystems because of little measurements. This activation rule is particularly 

alluring a result of low force utilization. For projection applications, torsional movement of 

structure is essentially required. Electrostatic force is created by application of voltage 

between two plates of a capacitor of which one plate is held fixed and other is allowed to turn. 

Free plate turns about its hub until reestablishing force and electrostatic force are equivalent. 

The measure of force created relies upon plate cover territory [9]. Two sorts of electrode game 

plan are conceivable.  

To expand the cover region between electrodes, brush drive capacitors are utilized. Enormous 

revolution point and low activation voltage is accomplished all the while in brush drive type 

actuator dissimilar to resemble plate capacitor in which introductory hole should be 

sufficiently huge to permit huge output point yet little enough for sensible incitation voltage. 

Electrostatic incitation gives long haul steadiness, little size bit of leeway and fabrication 

similarity however vulnerable to pull-in wonder which cutoff points scope of activity.  

 

II. Electro-thermal Actuation: 

Thermal actuation is accomplished by infusing or eliminating heat from the structure. Change 

in temperature prompts development, pressure and stage change bringing about mechanical 

development. Temperature can be raised by assimilation of EM waves, ohmic warming, 

conduction and convection heating. Additionally, the temperature can be diminished by means 

of conduction scattering, conductive dispersal, radiation dissemination and dynamic 

thermoelectric cooling. Utilization of thermal bimorph impact is basic in which cross over 

development can be accomplished. A thermal bimorph is a composite shaft comprising of two 

materials of various thermal extension coefficient, joined along longitudinal pivot [10]. As the 

temperature of structure builds, the composite bar twists toward a path relying upon 

differential thermal extension. Thermal actuation system can bring about both in-plane, and 

out of plane removals and subsequently a reasonable contender for huge scope movement of 

miniature gadgets. Thermal actuation is related with high force utilization and moderate 

gadget reaction. 

 

III. Electro-magnetic Actuation: 

Magnetic actuation is an excellent candidate for MEMS devices needing broad and long-range 

deflections, and electromagnetic actuation is most beneficial if latching is especially necessary. 

A powerful permanent magnet buried under the substrate is externally produced by a strong 

magnetic field. 
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By passing current through the electroplated nickel coil within the mirror, the electromagnetic 

field is produced in the mirror plate whose direction is determined by the direction of the 

passing current. Where the electromagnet's magnetic dipole is not aligned with the external 

magnetic field applied, a torque is produced to align itself. The efficiency of the magnetic 

actuator in the current carrying coil is constrained by large magnet sizes and high thermal 

dissipation. 

 

II. CONCLUSION 

MEMS have already had its root effects on today's world of technology. It would have a 

positive effect on everything from biotechnology to aerospace. The low cost and improved 

performance of micro-sensors, micro-actuators and microsystems would allow the use of 

these devices to increase. A ratio between typical mechanisms of micro actuation has been 

stated. Based on the comparison/proportion seen above in tabular form, it concludes that 

there are more benefits to electrostatic actuation that overcharge its drawbacks or we might 

claim limitations relative to other actuation mechanisms. 
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